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ENTERTAINMENT

The “Wow” Factor 

Experience the excitement and realism of the outdoor game. 

HitTrax brings true entertainment value as players can now 

see if that deep line drive reached the seats. The HitTrax 

gaming module calls balls & strikes, turns rally-killing 

double plays and scores the winning run on a sacrifice fly. 

 Simulated Games Available at Velocity Clubhouse 

• Tournaments 

• Hitting Leagues 

• Home Run Derby Contests 

• Long Ball Contests 

HitTrax™ is the first and only baseball simulator                   

A powerful combination of analytics and entertainment that

has never before been available to indoor facilities.

ANALYTICS
Enhance your training with HitTrax real-time statistics and key 

performance metrics such as exit ball velocity, distance, pitch speed, late 

break of pitch, strike zone analysis, spray charts and more. The 

immediate feedback empowers hitters and pitchers, leading to more 

productive training sessions with quantitative results.

VIDEO CAPTURE
For the first time ever, you can now capture and analyze the "cause and 

effect" of a swing - all within one system!

STATS CENTER
 StatsCenter is the online portal that puts HitTrax data at the fingertips 

of the player, coach and facility administrators.

Baseball & Softball
Training



ABOUT US

CLUB MEMBERSHIP

Velocity Clubhouse is a community-based training 

and skills development facility for youth baseball and 

softball programs. The clubhouse features batting 

cages, pitching lanes, a batting simulator, strength 

center and plenty of trainers. A local business owner, 

who is also a baseball Dad, provided the funds 

necessary to start the organization and a volunteer 

advisory board of local parents, coaches, trainers, 

and business leaders run the facility.

MEMBERSHIPS

The club membership is our basic membership designed for those 

players who will be using the clubhouse 2 to 3 times a month.

MVP MEMBERSHIP

PROGRAMS
Membership are not required to enjoy the clubhouse 

but they do provide savings and convenience for 
frequent users.

Are you a serious ball player who wants to take your game to the 

next level and enjoy the special clubhouse treatment? Then the 

MVP membership is right for you.

HITTRAX SIMULATION
See back of brochure for more information about this exciting 
simulator.

LESSONS & CLINICS
Whether you're new to the game or you're a seasoned veteran, 
we have the instruction for you.  Private lessons and affordable 
group lessons and clinics will help take you to the next level. 

PERFORMNCE TRAINING
Velocity Clubhouse has teamed up with Point Forward 
Performance Training to provide the best strength and 
conditioning in Central Wisconsin. Point Forward also 
specializes in motion analysis, muscle mechanics, and recovery 
to keep you healthy and in the game.

BATTING CAGES
70 feet and 35 feet cages are available for rent. Pitching 
machines, batting tees, and full length pitching lanes are 
included.

TOURNAMENT TRAVEL TEAMS
Velocity Clubhouse is home to JBA Clutch with a mission to 
provide high-quality instruction and developmental 
opportunities for ballplayers of all ages and ability levels. Most 
importantly, JBA clutch seeks to provide a first-class 
experience for each ballplayer, arming them with the necessary 
physical, mental, and social skills to be a CLUTCH performer on 
and off the field.

TEAM RENTALS
Certain days of the week will be dedicated to team rentals.  
Your team can come in and use the field area, pitching lanes, 
and batting cages.




